REPORT OF THE VICE-PRESIDENT (EXTERNAL AFFAIRS)

October 19th, 2017

CAMPAIGNS

- Continuing to work on Anti-Austerity video w TVM
- Organizing week of workshops early November with Grande Manifestation folks
- Posters/materials making for Grande Manifestation on Nov. 12th

REPRESENTATION & ADVOCACY

- Presenting AVEQ information to faculties
- Meeting w CSU to go over documents for AVEQ Congress this weekend
- Organizing Municipal Elections Info Session
- Tabling Elections Montréal / Conseil de Jeunesse to be on campus pre-elections to raise awareness and let students check if they are registered or not

COMMUNITY AFFAIRS

- Community Affairs Committee meeting
- Writing funding applications for Community Affairs project (dealing with abandoned furniture in Milton-Parc)

INDIGENOUS AFFAIRS

- Met with Indigenous Affairs Commissioner to discuss projects and possible collaborations with other groups
- Working with VP Student Life and Indigenous Affairs Commissioner on Clubs training

FRANCOPHONE AFFAIRS
- Organizing “Municipal Elections for Dummies” panel with Quebec Studies
- Re-launching call for applications for CAF

OTHER
- Facilitating Stakeholder roundtable about the SSMU Gendered and Sexualized Violence Policy
- Led the Open Form on Gendered and Sexualized Violence Policy at SSMU (live stream on TVM)
- Booking of spaces and setting up events for consultation sessions
- Budget meetings
- Working with QPIRG on Culture Shock
- Listserv
- Continuing to work on External Affairs website